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Abstract 
 
This report will show the advancement of RECiPE4Mobility ClusterXchange pilot exchanges after one year of 

implementing the actions. The objective is to highlight how RECiPE4Mobility Partners have adapted their actions to 

cope with the Covid-19 situation, the issues that have been encountered and the support they need. This report 

could lay the foundations to discussions with the European Commission and ESCP-4x to find new solutions and reach 

our targets by the end of the project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The content of this report represents the views of the author only and is his/her sole responsibility; it cannot be considered 

to reflect the views of the European Commission and/or the Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 

(EASME) or any other body of the European Union. The European Commission and the Agency do not accept any 

responsibility for use that may be made of the information it contains. 

 

This report is part of a project that has received funding by the European Union’s COSME Programme under grant 

agreement number 874385. 
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Executive Summary 
 

Work Package 5 is all about the ClusterXchange pilot programme. The ClusterXchange programme is a new pilot 

programme to support short-term exchanges to better connect Europe’s industrial ecosystems, specifically 

SME’s. The general objective of ClusterXchange is to encourage and facilitate transnational, cross-regional, 

sectoral and cross-sectoral cooperation between clusters and their members to boost their learning and 

innovation-oriented activities with the view to increase the competitiveness of European SMEs. 13 European 

Strategic Cluster Partnerships (ESCP) have access to the pilot of ClusterXchange. One of these projects is ours: 

RECiPE4Mobility, focused on safe and sustainable urban mobility. With this project we have access to the 

ClusterXchange pilot and we offer to all of our partners the opportunity to join and to broaden their horizon 

within Europe. 

This report will show the advancement of RECiPE4Mobility ClusterXchange pilot exchanges after one year of 

implementing the actions. The objective is to highlight how RECiPE4Mobility Partners have adapted their actions to 

cope with the Covid-19 situation, the issues that have been encountered and the support they need. This report 

could lay the foundations to discussions with the European Commission and ESCP-4x to find new solutions and reach 

our targets by the end of the project. 

This report is divided in multiple sections. In chapter one we discuss our experiences concerning ClusterXchange 

from the perspective of the five different clusters within RECiPE4Mobility. Subsequently, in chapter two we 

discuss which activities have been carried out for the promotion of ClusterXchange and the ClusterXchange IT 

tool. Then, we discuss the next steps until the end of our project (02/22) we will perform to communicate and 

work with ClusterXchange and its tool towards our SMEs, scale-up supporting organizations and other cluster 

organizations. Finally, our measurable significant results will be communicated. 
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Issues and opportunities 
 

 

One of the tasks within WP5, performed in M3, is Ensuring sufficient participating organisations in the pilot by 

taking advantage of 3 already-aware privileged channels (T5.2). This task is all about ensuring sufficient 

participating organisations in the pilot by taking advantage of three already-aware privileged channels : 

1. Valuable partnerships: between our clusters and other relevant clusters 

2. Valuable platform: The Smart Specialisation Platform for Industrial Modernisation “Safe and Sustainable 

Mobility (SSM)” 

3. Valuable Urban Mobility Network: EIT Urban KIC Mobility 

 In order to actually contact these relevant clusters and networks about the ClusterXchange program, a 

template has been made which includes a general message. We have made a template for all cluster partners 

to inform them about the ClusterXchange program. The template consists information about the 

ClusterXchange pilot, who it is intended for, participating COSME countries and the ClusterXchange IT tool. 

Mainly the template communicates all organizations to spread out the word. All RECiPE4Mobility clusters were 

given the possibility to adapt the template into their own preference. Next to this template we also made an 

ECCP leaflet for/to all partners. This is the official leaflet from ECCP of the ClusterXchange initiative. It contains 

all the projects. The ECCP had consulted us beforehand regarding our name, key words and an icon for the 

leaflet. This template was sent in early May by all RECiPE4Mobility Partners to major players in their ecosystem 

and EU partners. The goal was mainly to raise awareness about the pilot programme, as the Covid-19 crisis 

prevented physical exchanges to take place.  

Besides, we also communicated towards the privileged channels that the ClusterXchange IT tool would be 

launched in June. Due to various circumstances, the ClusterXchange IT tool was only launched on September 

23rd. This did not enhance the credibility of our partnership towards the privileged channels. However, the 

ClusterXchange Support Office gave us the opportunity to start with ClusterXchange without the tool. We have 

not responded to this, because in our experience the ClusterXchange IT tool is the heart of the ClusterXchange 

program. Therefore, performing activities without the tool would not benefit mutual communication and 

communication with external parties. 

Regarding the ClusterXchange IT tool itself, we thought that it was not really that user friendly and it takes a lot 

of effort and time to fill it out, even for our own partnerships. We had discussions with the other partnerships 

that are experiencing the same issues. Therefore, asking external companies to create profiles and fill it out 

might be too demanding unless we provide something in exchange for their efforts. We are aware of other 

matchmaking tools such as B2Match which are probably more user friendly. Its user interface is probably clearer 

and therefore this tool is easier to communicate towards other clusters and companies for creating a profile. 

Last but not least, it was simply not possible to run through an exchange due to COVID-19. Because of COVID-

19 all partnerships were given the opportunity to manage several three days virtual exchanges. This is extremely 

difficult as we need to understand what motivates companies to attend digital events first. In addition, we must 

learn to understand how external companies should build an exchange program for three days. The plan was 

to organize these programs during our three Cluster Missions, but they have been cancelled for now, even if 

we held a online clusters-mission on 18th November to discover the Dutch Automotive & Mobility ecosystem. 

The set-up of an exchange is also difficult, because we have not done any physical events for doing so. In 
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addition, we instinctively have the idea that nobody conducts an exchange online at home for three days. 

COVID-19 is also the reason for the limited amount of registrations at the platform. 

We realize that we are well behind schedule. Face-to-face meetings or physical missions could have provided 

sufficient motivation in our opinion, but unfortunately that was not possible due to COVID-19. We would 

recommend bringing those back once it is safe and possible to travel. Naturally we would like to resolve this 

undesirable situation. We think we can do this by promoting ClusterXchange even more, because we believe in 

the power of repetition. However, we ask for your flexibility. No one is interested in doing a three-day online 

exchange. Therefore we would like to propose to shorten the duration towards one-day online exchanges. 

Promotion 

Web promotion 

ClusterXchange and the ClusterXchange IT tool have been promoted online by: 

1. ClusterXchange is listed on the RECiPE4Mobility website 

(ClusterXchange - Recipe4Mobility); 

2. ClusterXchange can be found on all websites of the five partners; 

NextMove- ClusterXchange, the new AirBnB, Meetic, Erasmus for SMEs and scaling-up organizations 

Project RECiPE4Mobility - E-Mobilitätscluster Regensburg - E-Fahrzeuge, Smart Grid/Ladeinfrastruktur 

und IKT (elektromobilitaet-regensburg.de) 

RECIPE4MOBILITY – ZONE Klaszter – Zalai Önvezető Jármű Klaszter (zonecluster.eu) 

RECiPE4Mobility | RAI Vereniging 

Projeto Recipe4mobility (mobinov.pt) 

3. ClusterXchange is promoted through the Twitter and LinkedIn pages of RECiPE4Mobility; 

(17) RECiPE4Mobility (@R4M_Project) / Twitter 

(2) RECiPE4Mobility: overzicht | LinkedIn 

4. These messages were shared on both platforms by all accounts of the five partners 

5. Contacts have been made to other clusters and members, valuable networks and other ESCP-4x 

(Exxtra, Extratex, Smart Energy, Safe Smart Food) 

Promotion via digital events 
An exclusive presentation regarding ClusterXchange and the ClusterXchange IT tool was given during our Virtual 

Mission in the Netherlands on the 18th of November 2020 as part of WP4. On the next page you’ll find a 

selection of slides from the presentation explaining the ClusterXchange program and the ClusterXchange IT tool. 

 

https://recipe4mobility.eu/clusxchange/
https://nextmove.fr/en/appels-en/clusterxchange-tool-the-new-airbnb-meetic-erasmus-program-for-smes-and-scaling-up-organisations/
https://nextmove.fr/en/appels-en/clusterxchange-tool-the-new-airbnb-meetic-erasmus-program-for-smes-and-scaling-up-organisations/
https://www.elektromobilitaet-regensburg.de/nachhaltige-mobilitaet/project-recipe4mobility
https://www.elektromobilitaet-regensburg.de/nachhaltige-mobilitaet/project-recipe4mobility
http://zonecluster.eu/en/recipe4mobility-2/
https://www.raivereniging.nl/subsectie/onderwerp/smart-mobility/recipe4mobility.html
https://mobinov.pt/media/attachments/2020/05/14/projeto-recipe4mobility.pdf
https://twitter.com/R4M_Project
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/recipe4mobility/
https://recipe4mobility.eu/2020/10/15/252/
https://recipe4mobility.eu/2020/10/15/252/
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ClusterXchange presentation during the online clusters-mission (18/11/20) 
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NextMove also organized its online local event in French on 11th December 2020, gathering 16 SME members 

that didn’t participate to the first clusters-mission the month before. The recording is available on NextMove 

Youtube channel and will be used to engage French-speaking participants, while the slides used have been 

shared among RECiPE4Mobility partners for translation, as we have agreed common key messages on the 

programme. 

Furthermore, in an attempt to add more registrations to ClusterXchange, E-Mobility Cluster Regensburg has 

promoted the ClusterXchange IT tool at their German local event “Virtual Mobile Tuesday” on 26th January by 

introducing the platform and the objectives. The presentation was given by E-Mobility Cluster Regensburg.  

These local events were used to present all the opportunities that RECiPE4Mobility will offer throughout the 

project, as the pictures below illustrate. The communication strategy agreed among Partners was to send strong 

messages to foster subscription to the IT Tool, as you can see below: 

• “ClusterXchange, a unique opportunity for your internationalisation”: tailored and co-funded 

matchmaking with many exchange types offered 

• “Win-win exchanges, as a visitor, or a host”: to foster the subscription not only as visitors 

• “Registration on the platform: free, simple, and non-binding !”: motivate participants to subscribe and 

see by themselves if they find opportunities 

• “Initiate contacts, and let’s plan an exchange together!”: highlight that RECiPE4Mobility Partners will 

support the participants throughout the process 

• “Register now, even despite travel restrictions”: we are aware that it’s a virtuous circle if all ESCP-4x 

manage to motivate people to register in the platform ; because if not, those who will do won’t find 

many opportunities and their motivation could decrease.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HU2k3cFmDr4&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HU2k3cFmDr4&t=1s
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ClusterXchange presentation for the Local Events 
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Next steps 

 

If business meetings and events are not possible due to the COVID-19 situation, we could focus on using the 

ClusterXchange IT Tool to : 

• Enable meetings between clusters  

• Enable meetings between SMEs/research centres that are drafting a joint proposal for example an EU 

call for proposal 

• Register participants for the remaining two Cluster Missions in France (Paris) and Germany 

(Regensburg).  

Furthermore we will still remain to promote ClusterXchange and the ClusterXchange IT tool via our newsletters, 

mailings to cluster-member and introducing it at other events. Hopefully this will increase the numbers of 

registrations.  

In order to motivate interested parties to exchange ideas, we would like to promote digital events and we truly 

believe that this is possible if there’s more flexibility and help from the EC and the ClusterXchange Support 

Office, to adapt the format to the online experience. 

Significant results 
 

• Three valuable networks informed about the RECiPE4Mobility ClusterXchange pilot launch; 

• One completed questionnaire on the test version of the ClusterXchange IT Tool; 

• Two registrations linked to partnership RECiPE4Mobility have been created; 

• No exchanges; 

• At the time of writing, we are working towards the first match between two clusters from different 

COSME countries. 

 

WP5 

objectives/indicators to 

be achieved 

Due 

achievement 

date 

Achieved 

Yes/No 

Actual / 

Forecast 

achievement 

date 

Comments 

5.5.1 Exchanges : at least 

50 (25 for SMEs, 5 for 

clusters managers, 10 

for technology centres, 

10 for scaling-up support 

organizations) 

M24 No M24 No significant results have yet 

been achieved within WP5. This is 

mainly because of COVID-19 and 

of the launch of the  

ClusterXchange IT tool was 

delayed until mid-September. 

Also more support could be 

provided by the Support Office, 

for instance in organization of 

joint ESCP-4x events where we 
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could benefit from the powerful 

matchmaking tools available to 

the EC. Furthermore the user 

interface of the  ClusterXchange 

IT tool could be more user 

friendly. 
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About the RECiPE4Mobility Partners 
 
 
 
NextMove (France): Gold Label automotive and mobility cluster that 
strengthens innovation and competitiveness of companies from Ile-de-
France (Paris region) and Normandy regions. Created in 2006, NextMove 
has 620 members, from which 360 are cutting-edge SMEs operating in the 
urban mobility sector.  
 
 
E-Mobility Cluster Regensburg (Germany): Created in 2011, E-Mobility 
Cluster Regensburg has the ambitious goal to place Bavaria region among 
the best locations for technological innovation. Particularly, in the field of 
electric-mobility which is part and parcel of the regional business 
development program. 30 out of the 40 members are SMEs.  
 
 
Zone Cluster (Hungary): Created in 2018, Zone Cluster is a recent cluster 
which aims to become a significant European professional base for the 
future mobility solutions and infrastructures development. It has recently 
already encountered a major success being part of the EIT Urban Mobility.  
 
 
RAI Automotive Industry NL (Netherlands): Created in 2011, since 2020 
part of the RAI Association. RAI Automotive Industry NL is a strong and 
experienced cluster dedicated to working together with all automotive- 
and mobility related organizations to address the ongoing challenges 
facing the Dutch automotive industry. It regroups almost 200 members, 
90% of them are SMEs.  
 
 
Mobinov (Portugal): Created in 2016, Mobinov is an automotive cluster 
aiming to foster the growth of the national automotive sector through 
mobilizing initiatives and projects that enhance international 
competitiveness, innovation and increased added value for its members. 
It has 55 members, including 24 SMEs.  
 
 
 
 
 
https://recipe4mobility.eu/  
 
@R4M_Project  
 
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/recipe4mobility/   

 

https://recipe4mobility.eu/
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/recipe4mobility/

